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Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 

The objective of this study was to determine the relationship between 

environmental factors and presence/absence of Green Woodpecker in Golestan 

National Park. Moreover, the prediction of presence of Green Woodpecker using 

environmental data was the second aim. 

The hypotheses of this research were: 

a) Using Classification tree, the most important factors affecting habitat selection by 

Green Woodpecker can be derived. 

b) The selected environmental factors affect the habitat selection by Green 

Woodpecker. 

 

Highlights 

► Totally, during the whole year, areas with dense canopy cover (>62%) supported 

more density of woodpeckers. In open areas (tree cover <62%), fallen dead trees with 

DBH between 50 and 100 cm was the second most important predictive of the 

presence of Green woodpecker.  
 

► During the reproductive period, the accessibility to areas with a dense canopy 

cover and tall snags determined the reproductive territory.  
 

► In the non-breeding season, site selection by Green Woodpecker was related to 

the presence of live trees (with DBH between 50 and 100 cm) and tall snags.  
 

► In Golestan National Park, Green Woodpecker prefers old forest habitats 

composed with tall and thick trees especially Oak trees.  
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Other Information (including tables and figures) 

 
Number of branches= 12; 
The final number of nodes=13

canopy<=62.258

standing dead trees with DBH> 100 cm<=3.267 fallen dead trees with DBH> 100cm<=.33592

depth for Litter <=1.1168 trunk and bough<=1.8515

fallen dead trees with DBH> 100cm<=.99388 trunk and bough<=2.0529

hight of standing dead trees<=18.978 grass Cover <=1.8595

hight of standing dead trees<=18 live trees with hight> 15m<=10.001

live trees with hight> 15m<=21.141
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Figure 1. Regression tree showing nesting/feeding habitat preference of Green Woodpecker in 

Golestan National Park.   

Importance 

The study of the ecological characteristics of species and determination of their 

habitat suitability is one of the main pillars of Wildlife management and species 

protection. Green Woodpecker is one of the most important and an umbrella species 

in Golestan National Park. Among the forest birds, Woodpeckers are representative 

and biodiversity indicator of forest birds. The recent study showed that the species 

richness of Woodpeckers and their foraging and nesting activities have positive 

correlation with the species richness of forest birds. Thus, management of 

Woodpeckers can be planned for management of other forest species.   


